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William Manross
Historian and Benefactor
Henry Warner Bowden

In the summer of 1987 officials of the Historical Society of the
Episcopal Church were surprised to learn that the society had been
named as the recipient of a generous bequest.1 The benefactor was

a professor emeritus of Philadelphia Divinity School who had been
associated with the society's activities for many years. Who was this
individual? In what different ways did he further historical studies
of the Episcopal Church? Why did he leave this gift?

The person in question was William Wilson Manross. It is
difficult to ascertain very much detailed information about him,

because in adult life he kept largely to himself. Surviving
acquaintances say that no one really knew him very well.

Consistent with this modest deportment, Manross kept

published information about himself to a minimum, supplying

only bare-bones data about his birth, parents, education,
marriage, publications, residence near Philadelphia, and career
in that city.2 A few more sources, posthumous and archival, allow
us a slightly fuller glimpse of the man whose usual manner was
to shield his private life from public view.

1 Correspondence to the author from Gerald N. McAllister, Treasurer, and Frank
E. Sugeno, Secretary. Letters dated 26 August 2004 and 24 August 2004 respectively
2 See information supplied by Manross in both Cynthia R. Fadool ed. Contemporary
Authors 57-58 (Detroit, 1976) 371-72; and Nancy E. Duin ed. The Writers Directory (New
York, 1976) 683.
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The Rev . William Wilson Manross , Ph.D.
( Courtesy , Archives of the Episcopal Church )
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Manross was born in Syracuse, New York, on
1905, the son of William Doane and Martha Eliza
Manross. His maternal grandfather, an Episcopa
William Dexter Wilson who taught philosophy at H
and later at Cornell University. His father, also or

his ministry as rector and teacher on Indian reserva

Onondaga, New York, Rosebud, South Dakota, a

Wisconsin. After that he pursued more routine par
small churches located in the states of Delaware, V

York, and Massachusetts. All we can surmise

William's childhood is that he grew up amid Native
on several reservations and spent a few subsequent

of four states.3

We know little else of Manross's early life, finding

graduated from Hobart College [summa cum la
Kappa] in 1926 and went to New York City for p
work. He obtained an M.Div. degree from Gener

Seminary [GTS] in 1930 and an S.T.B in 1931. He als
Columbia University during the same years and wa
M.A. in 1931 from this latter institution. After ordination as

deacon in 1929 and priest in 1930, he served as fellow and tutor at
GTS for a decade thereafter. He continued advanced studies at

Columbia and acquired his Ph.D. in 1938. There is a gap from
1939 to 1948 in the information Manross chose to divulge. We
know nothing of his professional activities during those years, but
additional sources show that, while "officiating out of diocese,"
3 For the grandfather, see The National Cyclopaedia of American Biography 12 (New
York, 1904) 510; for the father, see Lloyds Clerical Directory (Chicago, 191 1) 221. For one

glimpse of the boy, see a scrapbook that is housed in the Archives of the Episcopal

Diocese of Pennsylvania. It contains several short pieces printed in a newsletter
entitled The Call of the Ho-de-no-sau-nee written by "William Manross, Lay Reader on

the Onondaga Reservation." The author is indebted to Glenn Colliver, diocesan
archivist, for making these sources available. His unfailing courtesy, efficiency,
support, and continued interest exhibit the very best qualities to be found in the

archivist's profession. See Manross Papers, Record Group 118, Box 2.
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and occasionally designated as "teacher," he resided in Lynbrook,
New York, New York City, and Lansdowne, Pennsylvania.4
If we view Manross as he wished to be seen, his real career
began in 1948 when he became librarian and, shortly thereafter,

treasurer of the then named Church Historical Society. He
lectured in an ancillary capacity at the Philadelphia Divinity
School [PDS] between 1950 and 1959, but his central responsibility was to put the society's books and manuscripts in proper
order. They were kept in the crypt of St. Andrew's Chapel on the
PDS campus, and it became immediately clear to him that the

facilities were inadequate for housing the denomination's
archival materials. As another observer put it:
During that time, the resources of the Society, as well as the Church
demands upon it for service, had increased so greatly that larger
quarters had become imperative, not to mention the need for a fireproof building if the Society was properly to discharge its responsibility as custodian of the Church's archives as owned by the General
Convention and by the National Council.5

After seven years of determined activity Manross proved to be the

instrumental figure in seeing to it that the archives and library
were transferred in 1956 to Austin, Texas. As we shall suggest
below, his concern for the society and its mandated activities was
direcdy connected to the bequest contained in his will.
In 1959 Manross became professor of church history at PDS

and served as the seminary's librarian until his retirement in
Three additional people are also to be thanked for helping to retrieve information about Manross. They are Jennifer Peters and Amy M. FitzGerald of the
Archives of the Episcopal Church in Austin, Texas, and David Sisson, Archivist of the
Episcopal Diocese of Rochester. Their efforts were unstinting, and the indispensable

results of that work are contained in correspondence dated: 9 August 2004, 17
September 2004, 23 October 2004, and 29 January 2005. For Manross's three mailing
addresses that filled at least part of the "lost" years, see printed membership data
found in Church History 9 (1940) 198; 13 (1944) 153; 18 (1949) 140.

5 Walter Herbert Stowe, "Dr. Manross Resigns as Librarian and Treasurer,"
Historical Magazine of the Protestant Episcopal Church 27 (1958) 13-14. Hereafter cited as
HMPEC.
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1973. Bringing order to archival materials was h
in 1959 he took a two-year leave of absence in o

the Lambeth Palace Library in London. Gene
Seminary in New York City provided $20,000

project of cataloguing the Fulham Papers, a coll

spondence in forty folio volumes which con

information about many aspects of colonial Amer

the end of his career Manross produced f

researchers, this time with financial support fro

Society. This last of his publications contained h

of meticulously indexed data related to the

Propagation of the Gospel found in the Lambet
After retirement he remained active in society a
years as professor emeritus. By then a widower w

children, he took up residence at the
delphia. He died of heart failure on a
Lankenau Hospital in Wynnewood. On
the bishop of Pennsylvania offered a

Kearsle
Sunday
the fol
requiem

Faith Church in Havertown which Manross had attended for

many years.7

By the middle years of the twentieth century Manross's publications had gained him the reputation of being an authority on
American Episcopal history. Ten scholarly essays, appearing over

two decades, were printed in the Historical Magazine of the
Protestant Episcopal Church , and four books rounded out his
oeuvre.8 A striking feature of the publications is that most of
them appeared quite early in Manross's career. Three of his ten
journal essays were printed while he was still a graduate student.
They focused on bishops [Alexander Viets Griswold, Leonidas
Polk, and Alonzo Potter] who figured prominently in his disser6HMPEC 28 (1959) 301-02.
7 Obituary in The Philadelphia Inquirer, 8 July 1987, page E02.

8 In point of fact there were eleven articles, but the last one, "Patterns in
Formation," H M PEC 26 (1957) 382-85, was a reprint, an inconsequential assessment
of trends on the PDS campus and worthless as a historical work.
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tation and were thus probably researched for that purpose
More surprising than that, Manross compiled, composed, and

printed A History of the American Episcopal Church when he wa
only thirty years old, a full three years before finishing his disser-

tation. We have no means of knowing exactly when he began

work on this book which secured his reputation, but the

remarkable fact is that he completed it while still tutoring at GTS
and still attending seminars at Columbia.9 As we make our way

through Manross's historiographical activities, it is important to
notice that he wrote a great deal while in his early years and then
tapered off markedly thereafter.

At first glance Manross's historical writings give the impression
that his interests extended over quite a broad range of topics. Bu
closer attention to his work discloses some characteristics that

restrain initial admiration. As already mentioned, one third of his

journal inclusions were germane to doctoral activities and thus
might have stemmed as much from the directives of academic
advisors as from his own choice. Another feature worth noting is
that three of his essays are segments of quarterly issues devoted to

a larger, more comprehensive theme. In the first of these
instances, his synopsis of Bishop Polk's early life, was one of six
essays that covered the whole career of that southern prelate.

The other two pertained to General Conventions, thematic
issues wherein Manross's work constituted, respectively, one third

and one fourth of the whole.10 The journal's editor-in-chief
during those years was E. Cowles Chorley, and it seems plausible
to conclude that he defined topics on which to concentrate and

9 The three essays are: "Alexander Viets Griswold and the Eastern Diocese,"
HMPEC 4 (1935) 13-25; "Leonidas Polk, Early Life and Presbyteráte," HMPEC 7
(1938) 324-40; and "A Great Evangelical: Alonzo Potter, the Third Bishop of Pennsyl-

vania," HMPEC 9 (1940) 97-130. The historical survey that quickly became "the"
textbook on the American church was A History of the American Episcopal Church (New
York & Milwaukee, 1935, 1950, 1959). Hereafter cited as History.

10 "Leonidas Polk," loc. cit.' "The Interstate Meetings and General Conventions of
1784, 1785, 1786, and 1789," HMPEC 8 (1939) 257-80; "General Conventions That
Met in Boston- 1877 and 1904," HMPEC 21 (1952) 199-216.
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then recruited likely authors for his projects
quarterlies connote strong coordination, a fu
Chorley "commissioned" promising historia

subjects that fit his schematic conceptions. If tha

the number of essays which Manross produced
choice is considerably attenuated.11

But whether they stemmed from assignme

interest, Manross's work bears the marks of ca
in keeping with reputable historiographical pat
His values, perspectives, and procedures did not
adhere fully to, any single historical school of
history as nurtured within Manross's frame of
upon two ways of doing history.

The first school with which he identified w

venerable one, having by 1930 influenced studies
Referred to generically as "scientific history,"

regarded primary sources as the most impor
serious study of the past. Facts, embedded
materials, were thought to be able to speak
Ideally, one should never allow an interpret

overshadow the pristine quality of evidence con

11 This judgment may strike some as too stringent, but
Manross's ten articles originated with someone else. To the
essays, plus two assigned by academic advisors [Polk overlaps t

can add another two that were only extended book reviews: "Bi

- A Review," HMPEC 15 (1946) 285-97; and "The Church in V
HMPEC 16 (1947). The remaining three were: "Growth and
HMPEC 5 (1936) 202-24; "The Episcopal Church and Refor
239-66; and "Resources of the Church Historical Society," HM
Someone with an even more critical viewpoint could argue

survey of GTS for a half century] could easily have been genera
authority and simply delegated to a young resident tutor. In f

must admit that his scrapbook mentions a manuscript on A Histor

which he sent to several friends for comment. See a 1966 lette

Manross Papers, Record Group 118, Box 1. It has proved im
vestige of this work.
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hand sources. Detached objectivity was the ideal approach to
hard, irrefutable facts.12

By the early decades of the twentieth century, however, some

historians began to depart from fascination with accumulated
data for its own sake. Some hammered away at the notion that
complete detachment was not really possible, arguing instead
that different perspectives gave facts different meanings.
Relativism replaced certainty regarding the meaning of any
specific data. Another group simply reached out for new topics
and gave them greater priorities. The old scientific school had
featured political and military events to the virtual exclusion of
everything else. Innovators in what came to be called "New
History" wanted to investigate wider fields of human endeavor,
including ideas and activities that contributed to a culture's
developing institutions, movements, and character.13 In this
new perspective religion was included as a basic element in the
kaleidoscope of human phenomena, and studying religious
history enriched an understanding of any society's progressive
achievements. Manross made his allegiance to New History
categories quite clear on the dedicatory page of his second book.
There he mentioned three Columbia professors: Dixon Ryan
Fox who gave him the original idea for his research, John Allen
Krout who directed the thesis to completion, and Evarts Boutell
Greene who served as second reader.14 All of these historians

12 Henry Warner Bowden, Church History in the Age of Science: Historiographical
Patterns in the United States, 1876-1918 (Chapel Hill, 1971; Edwardsville, Illinois, 1991)

3-30. Manross's identity with this school became clear early in his career, and it
remained strong throughout his life. An acquaintance, The Rev. Dr. Daniel B. Stevick,
said in an interview that Manross often insisted, "I am a documentary historian," when
speaking about himself. Stevick interview, dated 21 July 2004.
13 Henry Warner Bowden, Church History in an Age of Uncertainty: Historiographical

Patterns in the United States, 1906-1990 (Edwardsville, Illinois, 1991) 35-64.
14 Incorporating Manross even more tangibly into the New History framework, the
full title of his printed dissertation is The Episcopal Church in the United States , 18001840: A Study in Church Life , Number 441 in "Studies in History, Economics and Public

Law, edited by the Faculty of Political Science of Columbia University" (New York,
1938). Hereafter cited as Life.
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were well known as advocates of New Hi

influence on Manross's work can readily be se
When we turn to his book-length publicat

apparent that Manross hoped to fit within
genre, while at the same time relying as m
primary source documentation, the benchm

history. He acknowledged having been forced
ative materials for three of his chapters, but h

that "Otherwise, the history has been base

study of original sources..." His concern to sh

religion in the wider context of cultural de
manifest: "The aim of this history is to sh

Episcopal Church as a living institution,

connected narrative of its development, both i
relations with society in which it is situated."
was soon to be adopted widely as a textbook,

by both cultural and church historians. Th
analysis described its strengths this way:

To Manross must go the credit of demanding hig

self and, by implication, of others. His insistence
sources, of literally beginning again, his clear sty
for organization have been standards for subsequ
only was his style and scholarship an improveme
gone before, Manross displayed an ability to gras
a number of facts and then weave them into luci

Other critics echoed this general appreciation o

thetic historical survey of Episcopalian experi

15 History, vii. Imposing a bit of romance on the scientific s
that Manross thanked in the book's front papers, "my frien
for invaluable assistance in reading proofs." Three months lat

16 John F. Woolverton, "Histories of the Episcopal Church
and Evaluation," HMPEC 43 (1965) 70.
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especially when contrasted with earlier writings that featured on
dramatic incidents and vivid personalities.17

But this intellectually respectable contribution notwithstanding, Manross's volume was internally flawed precisely

because he did not blend New History with a scientific history
approach. There is nothing intrinsically wrong with trying to
integrate these two perspectives, but in this volume the attempt
proved wanting. On the New History side, the work began with

three synoptic chapters that cover general developments i

colonial times but then reverted to the scientific history practic
of trying to let sources speak for themselves. Manross knew of this
inelegant fit and justified it by saying that after discussing general

trends, "As. ..the work of the Church was carried on in a

somewhat different manner in the several provinces, it will be
necessary, for an adequate presentation of our subject, to give
some consideration to their separate histories."18 His most astute
critic, one not as convinced that it is enough to let documents
speak for themselves, deplored the decision to shift procedures.
The synthetic chapters augured well, "Yet, as if not satisfied that
he had covered the ground sufficiently... Manross folio wed... with
four wearying narratives which traversed the same ground again,
this time in greater and less coherent detail. In fact, the author

reverted time and again in his work to the older tradition of
chronicling events in terms of parishes, rectors, missionaries and
statistics."19 It is important to notice that what others deemed to

be an unimaginative exhibition of parish records, missionary
correspondence, and lists of clerics, Manross valued them as
having an innate integrity that readers needed to appreciate.
Even while trying to address such themes as the interactive
processes between religion and culture, he quite often presented
17 E. Clowes Chorley wrote that "The author has done an excellent piece of work,"

HMPEC 5 (1936) 69, and John D. Zimmerman deemed Manross's volume to be
"creditable" in The American Historical Review 42 (1937) 603.
18 History, 65.

19 Woolverton, "Survey and Evaluation" loc. cit., 70-71.
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primary documents as the stuff of history its
might form their own conclusions about prior
cance. But scholars in more modern times sho
with this antiquated view, calling the document
more than a catalogue of the names of the colo
churches and the localities... All of which is va
well have been summarized in an appendix."20
Turning to the second of his volumes on the
in American culture we see that Manross achieved a better combi-

nation of the two perspectives, possibly because his academic
advisors helped influence the book's organization. In his preface
he once again affirmed interest in New History themes, in social
and economic conditions that developed in the early decades of
the nineteenth century as factors that interacted with religion.
Confining his focus to Episcopalian activities, Manross hoped that
his contribution would serve as a component of more inclusive

studies yet to come. Perhaps like Moses viewing the Promised
Land from across Jordan, he said that he looked forward to
seeing at some future time "a detailed study of the whole
religious history of the period," but he considered his modest
effort to be only a small part of it. He confined himself to "the less

ambitious task of telling the story of one denomination during
the period, and of showing what its daily life was like and how it
was affected by the changes that took place."21

True to his basic methodological inclination, Manross brought
scientific history elements to bear while studying religion and
culture. In this work he demonstrated an admirable capacity to

condense and paraphrase statistical materials in ways that
informed readers without overwhelming them. He could at
times summarize an entire chapter in one masterful sentence.
Still relying heavily on archival data, he deftly wove materials
related to administrative agencies, liturgy, clergy, and the laity to

20J. A. Muller, Church History 5 (1936) 192-93.
21 Life , 5.
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produce a narrative of considerable value. Factually base

discussion of religious life amid social surroundings produced a
impressive study of ways in which the Episcopal church interacted with cultural movements of the period.22
Reviewers in professional journals received Manross's second

book more favorably than the first, noticing especially it
integrated rather than bifurcated nature. One scholar wel

known for his own achievements in the New History field recog

nized the blend and pointed out that, "In this work a body

sources hitherto little used has been drawn upon and h

resulted in a valuable contribution to our knowledge of a phase
of the religious and social developments in America during its

formative epoch."23 An eminent Episcopal historian penned
similar appreciation, calling it "a constructive contribution
American religious and social history." Viewed from a New

History perspective, he found the opening chapter to be "abou
the finest summary of the colonial church within the compass
28 pages we have ever read." Then picking up on the scientific

history aspect, he described the whole work as "heavily
documented, almost every statement being supported by

footnote with one or more reference, the nine chapters having
total of 738 footnotes." Such works were welcome indeed, wrote

this critic, heralding the dawn of a better day wherein cultur

historians would no longer neglect religious factors in soci

developments. He ended by noting that Manross was only thirty
three years old, with his most productive years still ahead of him
In light of that promise he welcomed more monographs from
this bright scholar who could inaugurate a new era of America
Episcopal studies.24

Alas, that hope went aglimmering. If more historical

researches and publications were to expand knowledge of th
22 Ibid., 180-85, 224, 226-28, 337.
23 William Warren Sweet, The American Historical Review 45 (1940) 477.

24 Walter Herbert Stowe, HMPEC 8 (1939) 91-95.
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Anglican tradition, they would have to come fro

than Manross. Instead of producing more m

devoted the rest of his career to making it possi
produce innovative historical studies. His other
publications, indexes rather than church histor
this decision. Some of his journal articles show
interested in historical discourse to some degree,
himself more and more to making archival sourc
intelligible for others to use. His first such volu

on the Fulham Papers which consisted of for
[twenty-one of correspondence and nineteen

materials] that afforded basic information about

politics, economics, and a variety of religious

catalogued and indexed all that data so historian
grasp what the collection contained and wher
items.25 Similarly with the S.P.G. Papers he anno
aim of the present work... is to enable any rese
readily any information which the documents m
field of interest."26 What followed as an aid to
hundred, thirty pages of meticulously compi

indexes. Whether using primary sources on
making them available for others, one of the
aspects of Manross's vocation was the maintenance and
enhancement of archival materials.

The scholarly community immediately understood his inten-

tions and recognized the worth of his efforts. One reviewer
called the Fulham index "superb," while another deemed it
"unquestionably a major event in early American history." After

noting that approximately 2,200 pieces related to mainland
colonies and another 700 for the West Indies had lain "in a

chaotic jumble" for years, the reviewer thanked Manross for
having brought order to the holdings. It must have been grati25 The Fulham Papers in the Lambeth Palace Library, American Colonies Section: Calendar

and Indexes (Oxford, 1974), xi.
26 The S.P.G. Papers in the Lambeth Palace Library (Oxford, 1974), viii.
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fying to read a review that affirmed "The animating spirit of th
calendar has been to provide a research tool, and this is nowher
better illustrated than in the care taken with the massive

indexes."27 Curiously enough, however, despite this widespread
and fulsome praise for the Fulham Papers, there was no review
in any scholarly journal whatever of Manross's second archival
venture. His work on the S.P.G. Papers went virtually unnoticed.
Turning to Manross's journal articles and reading them as a

collection, it is readily apparent that here too he wished to
address New History themes while basing his work on the

bedrock of documentary sources. When he broached questions of
general cultural significance he addressed them by depicting the
Episcopal church in particular circumstances, hoping that others

might use his findings to produce more inclusive syntheses,

something akin to making bricks for a larger building project. In

this comfortably restricted context he repeatedly exhibited
shrewd assessments of denominational needs and penetrating
analyses of ideas current at various times. When depicting

Episcopal activities within a larger social context he was particularly interested to do so against the backdrop of such significant

issues as abolition, temperance, pacifism, and social ethics. He
sometimes took issue with others who wrote about the same

topics, engaging in disagreements over matters of detail and
interpretation which he termed "the spice of scholarship." He
always tried to understand civil life through religious influences

and religious developments through cultural circumstances,
following a basic axiom that churches do not develop in a
vacuum but rather as integral parts of an organic society.28

Manross always intended to discuss his topics as having
relevance beyond the specific data he adduced, but reach as he
might for wider significance, his articles show that he rarely
27 Darret B. Rutman, The American Historical Review 71 (1966), 957; Michael G.
Hall, HMPEC 35 (1966), 105-06.
28 "Griswold," loc. cit., "Episcopal Church and Reform," loc. cit., and "The Church
in Virginia," loc. cit., 133, 152.
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moved far from his sources. Quite often an e
new ground would consist of a straightforwar
who, what, when, and where of meetings, fles
extensive quotes from recorded minutes. Whe

tutional growth he would cite and analy
convention activities. Even when writing
review his procedure consisted of an exeges
evidence. Perhaps his best effort of this so

General Conventions. After providing matter

on documents and reports about attendanc
then proved to be an invaluable guide thro

debates and parliamentary maneuverings that
sticking to the record Manross helped readers
issues without getting bogged down in quagm

sometimes he seemed to exercise no sense o
and lesser importance in what he included

something was in the record, it would be rep
few readers in the 1950s might have cared ab
"allowing the revision of the lectionary by can
rubrical action." That matter had been settled
years earlier, but readers were nevertheless ap
because it existed in the record.29 Manross's classic contributions stood out as perennial reliance on, and cogent summaries
of, primary sources which he arranged within as intelligible a
narrative as he could muster.

Another outlet for scholarly activity is that of reviewing other
historians* books, and Manross exercised considerable talent in
that field. It is important to notice however that, as with his larger

publications, his efforts in this genre were conducted early in his

career. After producing dozens of thoughtfully critical and
balanced reviews before 1948, he hardly ever wrote another after
that. His first review, written while still a graduate student, shows

that he was already wedded to the rigors of modern historical
29 "Interstate Meetings," loc. cit., "Potter," loc. cit., "Bishop White," loc. cit., and
"General Conventions," loc. cit., 205.
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research: "So far as one can judge from the brief bibliography and

occasional footnotes, the work does not appear to be based on
quite as extensive research as might be desired, and there has,
perhaps, been too great a reliance upon secondary sources."30 Just
one year later Manross took on one of the giants of Episcopalian
historiography, Edgar L. Pennington. The Historical Society had
officially sponsored Pennington's work, and in 1938 he issued a

study of John Talbot, Anglican missionary in the colonies.
Manross's grounding in scientific historical attitudes emboldened
him to find fault with the publication. He said there was some
worth in the book, but it did not achieve the highest quality: "That

might have been done by a careful analysis of the probable
sources, but such an analysis is not undertaken. The author, in
fact, does not seem to appreciate the secondary character of most
of the evidence cited on this point."31 Even in reviewing unpub-

lished manuscripts Manross evinced the stern demands of
rigorously critical history. Responding to an editor's query about

whether an essay was intellectual or scholarly, he said "As the
footnotes show that the article is based largely on [one secondary
source], and I do not find any references to original sources, I
would not ordinarily recommend it for publication in a scholarly
journal."32

Of course the New History side of Manross's perspective was

not absent from these reviews either. Just as he wished to
combine both viewpoints in his own work, he expected it from
others as well. And when the blend was insufficient he said so.

After granting that one editor had remained true to the
documentary evidence, he found no accompanying mention of
cultural significance and so commented that the book "made
many interesting and suggestive comments on colonial life [but

30 Church History 7 (1938) 394-95.
31 Church History 8 (1939) 102.

32 Letter to John F. Woolverton, editor of HMPEC, dated 25 February 1980.
Manross Papers, Record Group 118, Box 1.
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did] not supply much specific information co
political and ecclesiastical situation in South Ca

difficult for any historian to adhere strictly to ar

still to discuss the relevance of religious develo
larger cultural settings. Manross may have sensed
within himself, but recognizing his own imperfe
move him to be tolerant of others. There could be a measure of

unconscious self-criticism in his remark, "if this reviewer has a

complaint, it is that the author carries his scholarly caution too
far. The issues are clearly stated, but in most cases, no judgment
is expressed concerning them. ..the omission of [the author's]
opinions is regrettable." But there must be a balance between the

two. One could get bogged down in documents and fail to
address social interaction. To commit the reverse error was just as
bad: "A summary of this sort necessarily deals in generalizations,
but care should be taken not to make them so sweeping that they
deny as many important facts as they affirm. In a number of
instances, the author has failed to observe this precaution."34

But methodology and criticism aside, Manross also gained a
positive reputation among readers because of his literary grace
and cogency. He had a capacity for summarizing complex issues
and identifying the gist of thorny situations within the space of a
few words. This ability to move beyond stark archival data and
help readers get a better grasp of the situation was much appreciated, especially by those being introduced to Episcopal history

for the first time. His insights appeared in many places,
shedding light on a variety of subjects. Consider the very first
words he ever published as church history, this regarding the

slow growth of the church in new territories: "One of the
greatest weaknesses of the Episcopal Church during the period
when it was attempting the conquest of this continent was its
33HMPEC 16(1947)313.
34HMPEC 17(1948) 128.
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inability to generate organisms adapted to the new conditions
with which it was faced."35 Or again exercising critical judgment

on the perennially vexing question: "Why, then, were bishops
not sent? Probably the best explanation is that the inherent
conservatism of the English Church prevented it from evolving,
until it was too late, the particular type of officer that it needed
for the novel situation prevailing in the thirteen colonies."36

There are many instances where Manross displayed his
facility for characterizing complicated issues with succinct,
incisive prose. Consider for example the sophisticated way in
which he depicted the rationalist's condescending attitude about
Christian beliefs:

[T]he claims of Christianity were subjected to a searching and not
altogether favorable examination. It was, of course, still considered
illegal, and, what was worse, bad taste, to repudiate Christianity altogether, but to advance its supernatural claims too boldly or to insist
too strongly on its authority over human lives was regarded as an
even more serious breach of propriety.37

He could also lodge a telling judgment against the failure of religion to interact with cultural conditions, at least not effectively

enough to produce beneficial change. And he could convey his
observation so subtly that it sounded almost like a compliment:

The comparative indifference shown in the colonial period by all
religious denominations, except the Roman Catholics and the Moravians, to the conversion of the Indians who were found upon the
continent and of the negroes who were brought to it, is one of the
most remarkable features of our religious history... Among the rest,
though, this is faint praise, the Church of England had probably as
honorable a record as any other.38
35 "Griswold," loc. cit., 13.
36 History, 155.

37 Ibid., 39.

38 Ibid., 137.
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One has to master a great deal of knowledge about
missionary outreach and social reform before achi
ful insight. His restrained irony makes the conde
more telling.

Other arresting phrases imbedded in our histor
sound like maxims formulated after prolonged re

vagaries of human nature. A few of these are

because they possibly afford further insight into
personality as well. He might well have been think

when he penned this reflection about William

circumstance that [he]. ..was the son of Ch

preserved him from the convert's bias, which, un
of unusual intellectual breadth, tends to make one attach an

exaggerated importance to the aspects of Church teaching which
first attracted him."39 In another reference to the first bishop of
Pennsylvania, this character assessment might have been unconsciously autobiographical too: "The emotionalism of Evangelical
preaching disturbed the natural serenity of his mind, and his
aristocratic reticence was offended by the public discussion of the

spiritual condition of individuals."40 To end with another
reflection pertinent to both individuals and institutions, Manross

offered advice worth remembering on every occasion. After
having noticed patterns of strength and weakness in people and
parties over centuries of historical evolution, he proffered sage
counsel to those who struggled to maintain the truth. No matter
how settled one might be regarding the rectitude of a belief or

principle, it was crucial to keep one's mind alert because
"[T]here is danger that joy in contemplating the soundness of
our own position may bring on an acute phase of our chronic
weakness, complacency."41

39 "Bishop White," loc. cit., 286.
40 Ibid., 295.

41 "Patterns of Formation," HMPEC 26 (1957) 383.
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Manross was also capable of lightening his prose at times with
a witty turn of phrase. It is often difficult to distinguish between
his "wit" and his "wisdom" because they often intermingle. But
one detects a puckish sense of humor in the historian who, after
reading that explorers had reported favorably about conditions

in the New World, opined that "Their reports excited grea

interest in England, and Elizabeth graciously permitted the new
region to be called Virginia, in honor of the state of life on which
she appears to have prided herself."42 Readers never knew when
one of Manross's witticisms might appear. He did not confine
himself simply to describing historical events in a light-hearted
manner. Consider his comment on the esthetics of Monument

Church in Richmond, Virginia: "The building was something of
an architectural curiosity, for its designer had allowed his genius
to run untrammeled, and had fused the elements of several
supposedly incongruous schools into a not unpleasing whole."43

Manross was unwilling to let early American educational
standards get by without droll assessment, remarking that
Alonzo Potter

began his formal education in a local school, which, unless it differed
from most country schools of the day, was taught by a half-trained
stripling who was either trying to eke out a living while preparing for

some profession, or had not yet decided what to do with himself.44

Nor was the medical profession immune to his playful wit. Man-

ross did not misrepresent early medicine in his description of
diagnostic techniques, but he raised jocose doubts about it at the
same time:

[Nineteenth century physicians [made]a rough and ready distinction between illnesses that could be cured by taking pills and those

42 History, 3.

43 "Leonidas Polk," loc. cit., 334.
44 "A Great Evangelical," loc. cit., 97.
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which could be cured by taking a vacation. Polk

decided to belong to the latter class, so they gave him
prescription for such cases, when their patients could
told him to go to Europe.45

Finally, while assessing a biographical study that
much hagiography, he chided the author's bowdler

cautioning the rest of us against falling into similar i

One would like to say that to these many excellence

added objectivity and psychological insight, but the t
admiration in which he writes is too strong to justif

tion... There is no doubt that Bishop Lloyd was a

man, but to have been as faultless as he is here repre

have been something other than a human being less interesting.46
There is some evidence to show that the whimsical side of

Manross's personality stemmed from early days. While at Hobart
College he published many witty poems in the school paper. He

also wrote several skits for a campus troupe, The Medbery
Mummers, in which he also acted.47 Those who knew him
confirm both his retiring manner and those famous flashes of
wit. One acquaintance acknowledged that Manross "was shy and
had no close friends. He was the most reclusive man I've ever

known. Though humorous and witty upon occasion, he was
content to remain by himself. He was articulate and had a
masterful command of English. His writing was quite lucid, but
he mumbled when he spoke to people. Easy to read, difficult to
understand when you listened to him."48 Another reminiscence
captured the warm but enigmatic colleague this way:

45 "Leonidas Polk," loc. cit., 335.
46 Church History 12 (1943) 143.

47 Manross Papers, Record Group 118, Box 2.
48 Stevick interview, dated 21 July 2004.
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I knew Billy Manross rather well, but I know nothing about him. For
the eleven years I was at PDS I spoke to him frequently (I am proud
to say that he tolerated me - which is more than he did for most people), but I never learned even where he lived. He was an infinitely
shy man, whose head forever drooped upon his chest and who was
famous among students for a kind of incomprehensible muttering.49

In a summary depiction, this same fellow academic captured

qualities of both the human figure and the professional
historian, saying that "he was a decent, wickedly witty, and
infinitely learned man, though much given to the recitation of
individual data, one datum at a time, with very little of what

Gregory of Nyssa would have called akolouthia [a closely knit
narrative]. I am genuinely sorry I can say no more."50

All of us are sorry we can say no more about this shy and
"infinitely learned" man, but one additional source - his will -

sheds a bit more light on him and his abiding interests. As a
historian of his own organization he knew that in 1940 the

General Convention had designated the Church Historical
Society to be its
official agency for the collection, preservation, and safekeeping of
records and historical documents connected with the life and devel-

opment of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of
America, and to foster as far as possible the investigation of its history

and the development of interest in all relevant research.51

Before that official designation the society had already existed for
three lean decades. After having been organized on 17 May 1910
in an assembly room at 1300 Locust Street, a convenience provided by the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, things did not
progress very rapidly. As Henry Ives Rutter, Jr., first secretary and

chief architect of the organization remembered it, "We met with
49 Correspondence to the author from Richard Norris, dated 2 August 2004.
50 Ibid.

51 "Resources," loc. cit., 202.
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very little encouragement from Church people. No
be interested in Church History. However, we went
we could. Mr. [Henry] Budd, the first president [an

the diocese at that time] was a power until his death."52

members affirmed that, for the first thirty years of th

tory, there was little financial support to be found, an

was "came entirely from dues and occasional gifts.

spective overview of this group Manross noted that "

the Society had only 79 members; it now (1955) ha
bers; but the dues remain at two dollars per year."5

yielded little basis for an annual budget, and the pro

cial support for the society's ongoing interests was c
concern to the librarian and treasurer.

When Manross assumed office in 1948 he succeeded an

exemplary steward. George Woodward Lamb had begun serving
as part-time librarian in 1923, and in 1937, at the age of seventyfour, "he resigned his parochial cure to devote his whole time to
the work of the Society." The consensus thereafter was that "Few
clergymen have rendered such a notable service to the Church
after retirement from the parochial ministry."54 But by the time

Manross came to work in the crypt of St. Andrew's, it was
patently manifest that the conditions for housing documents and
encouraging historical research were woefully inadequate. When

he assumed office he noted that the initial deposit of 30,000
printed volumes, 150,000 pamphlets and journals, plus organizational reports and personal correspondence had continued to
grow "at an embarrassing rate - embarrassing because of lack of
room."55 In the early 1950s he began to explore options for
securing better accommodations for the library and archives. It
is no longer possible to ascertain any details about his efforts, but

52 ibid.

53 Ibid., 203.
54 Ibid., 202.
55 Ibid., 203.
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by 1955 he had helped secure a new home for his beloved collections. Within a year the denomination's official archival holdings
were transferred to the Episcopal Theological Seminary of the
Southwest in Austin, Texas. After all his work Manross must have

felt relieved to know that he had confirmed the society's
mandate by making its records safe and thus able to nurture "the
development of interest in all relevant research."

Once the documents were safely housed, the question of
financial support remained. It was obvious to everyone that the

meager income from membership dues would not facilitate
locating and securing new archival materials. Nor could thin
financial resources encourage new scholarship by offering
research stipends and awards. The society needed an enabling
endowment, and Manross knew it. As a widower with no
children he must have wondered what to do with his assets, a
considerable sum consisting largely of stocks and a small amount

of cash. So, characteristically, without informing any of his
colleagues, he quietly created a revocable trust in 1978, leaving
the bulk of his estate to the society, now called the Historical
Society of the Episcopal Church. When he died in 1987 and the

Mellon Bank in Philadelphia probated his will, the total had
risen to almost a half million dollars.56 As mentioned above,
society officials had no inkling of Manross's plan and were
surprised to learn of this unexpected largesse.

This magnificent gesture was the last tangible expression
Manross could make to demonstrate his concern for the welfare

of church history. His entire career and all his publications
substantiate our view that this bequest was a final affirmation of

his convictions about historical research and writing. Subsequently his donation has sustained increased historical archival
collecting and research within the society. It has also inspired
others to make additional enabling gifts or to provide for the

society as a recipient in their wills. These funds have made it
56 Last Will and Testament of William Manross, Probated on 27 July 1987, Number
2403, County of Philadelphia, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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possible to strengthen the quality of Anglican

History , to sponsor a series of monographs know

Anglican History," and to provide annual stipe

scholars who are investigating new aspects
experience. Such funds have also enhanced
documents to be preserved in archives. The

example of these ongoing efforts is the splendid

African American Episcopal Historical Colle
recently opened at the Virginia Theological S

deposits will continue to grow, and the societ

initiative in creating additional archives related t
minorities and women, lay as well as clergy. And

will stimulate the next generation of historia

questions of the past and thus enrich our unders
Church's broad heritage. Manross would probab
endowment could not have been put to better us

Henry Warner Bowden is professor of church hist

of Religion, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New
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